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A Word from the Editor

irstly, apologies to our readers for the late arrival of this “January” issue. The delay was due to
unforeseen circumstances that disrupted the workflow in January. We hope to use the lessons learned
to make STIBC´s Voice into something a little different, with more contributions from all of you. (Stay
tuned for a new format and lots to come).

Late last year, before the latest health orders came into effect, we were able to squeeze in our first STIBC-led
meetup, which was a great success and a fantastic chance to meet language lovers from the local area, some of
whom might be interested in professional careers in translation and interpreting. In-person meetings for that
group are now on hold until health guidelines change, but we are hoping to resume events sometime in the
future, and potentially use this as a springboard to start smaller language-specific, local or interest-based
groups. If you have an idea for a group you would like to start, please contact us and we will try to help you
make it happen.

And while the office works away on the renewals that keep coming in, the board has been discussing several
issues, including potential agreements with the American Translators Association, steps we can take to
increase participation for non-certified members, and continuing the conversation on standards and working
conditions for our court interpreters.

We are also happy to announce that CTTIC, the Canada-wide association that our society is a member of, is
hosting an online panel discussion regarding certification exam assessments, which will include academic
experts on the subject. Everyone is invited, but please note that only board members from the provincial
associations will be able to ask questions on the day. If there is anything you would like us to ask on your behalf,
please contact the Voice editors or email office@stibc.org – we will try to collate and ask all the questions. You
can find all the details on page 8 of this issue.

Another issue that we have been discussing is gender diversity. In the very near future, we are planning to
change our official written materials to honour multiple identities and ensure that all our members feel
welcome. Inclusion is something that we take very seriously at STIBC, and we are also holding a special
workshop to address this issue. If you are interested, don’t miss our webinar “Gender-neutral, gender-inclusive
and gender-affirming strategies for translators and interpreters,” which will take place on March 14th (in
English) and March 22nd (in French).
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Although short, this is an exciting issue. We were lucky enough to get an interview with Steve Kaufmann, a
world-renowned polyglot who lives in BC and speaks 20 or 21 languages, depending on how you count them.
�. And Rose Wan Jen, one of our board members and a certified medical interpreter, has also shared an article
on how to keep your mental health intact and avoid some of the unwanted side effects of medical interpreting.

We hope you enjoy the read, and are looking to hearing your ideas. With best wishes for this New Year,

The Editors of STIBC’s Voice

C

Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams and On Dossier

ongratulations to the following new STIBC-certified members! Any exam results received after
January 31st will be published in the next edition of the Voice.

Translation

Stephen Carter:
Mehdi Alaei Tafti:
Chloé Robidoux:
Nicholas Angiers:
Jeong Hui Ha:
Amalia Remes:
Abdulbary Hreiz:
Dingyi (Danny) Wang:

Japanese > English
Farsi > English
English > French
Chinese > English
English > Korean
English > Romanian
Arabic > English
Chinese > English

Dina Daraie:

English <> Farsi

Interpreting (Community)
Interpreting (Court)

Maryam Golkar Hamzehee Yazd: English <> Farsi
Silvia Xalabardé:
English <> Spanish

Upcoming STIBC Webinars
Interpreting Pitfalls
When: Saturday, February 26, 2022 at 10:00 AM

About the Workshop: This 3-hour interactive workshop will explore and discuss potential pitfalls that can
occur in community, court, conference or remote interpretation settings. In mock consecutive and
simultaneous interpreting scenarios, you will discover ways to avoid or deal with such pitfalls through online
group discussions with colleagues in other language combinations. Our focus will be on increasing
awareness, building confidence, fostering resilience and promoting professionalism.
Instructor: Claudia K Eichbauer, M.Ed., C.Conf.Int., C.Tran.
Price: ATIO Members: Free. Non-ATIO Members: $55+tax.
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Orientation Session for New Associate and Newly Certified Members
When: Wednesday, March 9, 2022 at 4:00 PM

About the Workshop: This interactive session is offered for new Associate Members and those who
achieved their title as Certified Translators or Interpreters in 2021-2022.
We will offer an extensive Q&A session covering topics such as:
Membership benefits
Documents that Associate/Certified Translators can translate
Translating/Interpreting for various institutions
Translator's statements
Code of Ethics - good practice
Where to find jobs

This is an online Webinar via Zoom. Zoom link will be emailed to registrants once registered. Register here.

Facilitator: STIBC Office staff

Price: STIBC Members: Free.

Gender-neutral, gender-inclusive and gender-affirming strategies for translators and interpreters
(ENGLISH)
When: Monday, March 14, 2022 at 5:00 PM

About the Workshop: This 90 minute interactive webinar is for translators and community interpreters
interested in learning more about gender-neutral, gender-inclusive and gender-affirming strategies for
working between English and French, or English and Spanish. Anyone with an interest in mental health,
social justice, and the impact of the BC Human Rights framework on language policies in BC will benefit from
this webinar. Through JamBoard, Breakout Rooms and Mentimeter, we will collaboratively map out our
strategies for meeting the needs of all of our clients, and explore short translation exercises to put our
knowledge to work.
While the presenter will use English, participants are welcome to express themselves in French, Spanish,
English, or a mixture of these languages.
About the Instructor: Elizabeth Rush

English Rush (she/they, elle/yel) was born in 1984. Elizabeth learned Canada's two charter languages while
growing up on Musqueam territory, but only took her first faltering steps towards learning words in
Hul'q'umi'num' in 2017. She is a public educator working for the Francophone School Authority (SD 93, Conseil
scolaire francophone). She believes that education, translation, and right relationships are intertwined, and
that the choices translators make both cite and inscribe social transformations.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, BCTF Members: $50, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.

Gender-neutral, gender-inclusive and gender-affirming strategies for translators and interpreters
(FRENCH)
When: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 at 5:00 PM

About the Workshop: This 90-minute interactive webinar is for translators and community interpreters
interested in learning more about gender-neutral, gender-inclusive and gender-affirming strategies for
translating from English into French. Anyone with an interest in mental health, social justice, and the impact
of the BC Human Rights framework on language policies in BC will benefit from this webinar. Through
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JamBoard, Breakout Rooms and Mentimeter, we will collaboratively map out our strategies for meeting the
needs of all of our clients, and explore short translation exercises to put our knowledge to work.

While the presenter will use French, participants are welcome to express themselves in French, English, or a
mixture of both.
About the Instructor: Elizabeth Rush

English Rush (she/they, elle/yel) was born in 1984. Elizabeth learned Canada's two charter languages while
growing up on Musqueam territory, but only took her first faltering steps towards learning words in
Hul'q'umi'num' in 2017. She is a public educator working for the Francophone School Authority (SD 93, Conseil
scolaire francophone). She believes that education, translation, and right relationships are intertwined, and
that the choices translators make both cite and inscribe social transformations.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, BCTF Members: $50, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
7 Steps to Land a Dream Client

When: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 at 10:00 AM

About the Workshop: In the feast-or-famine world of a freelance translator, it can be tempting to take
whatever work comes your way. But imagine what your life might be like if you carefully defined and landed
your dream clients, and only did work that you love and that aligns with your highest values.
This webinar is an invitation to reflect on your deepest goals and then take systematic action in order to
make them a reality. As you will see, it absolutely can be done!

Based on real-life case studies, we will go over the tried-and-true approaches in the field, including the Big
Four marketing channels used by the world's most successful translators. Along the way, we will address
common questions about websites and other communication instruments, social media tactics, networking
and trust-building, warm emailing, referrals and endorsements, newsletters, and more.

Get ready to get excited and take action to land your dream clients!

This is an online Webinar via Zoom. Zoom link will be emailed to registrants the day before the session.
Register here.
About the Instructor: Joachim Lepine

Joachim Lépine, M. Ed., C. Tr. is a trainer and translator with more than 10 years of experience teaching
translation and related topics to university students and working professionals. Some of his training clients
have included OTTIAQ, Editors Canada, the Translation Bureau, Magistrad, ITI (UK), and Training for
Translators (USA).

He is also the owner of Traductions LION, which offers French-to-English translation services as well as
language, productivity, and communication workshops. He was Coordinator of the Continuing Education
Committee for OTTIAQ, Canada's largest organization of language professionals, from 2013 to 2020.

Joachim holds a Bachelor's Degree in Fine Arts from Concordia University, a Bachelor's in Translation from
Université de Sherbrooke, and a Master's in Education from Plymouth State University.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Non-members: $60.
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Interview Series: Steve Kaufmann
The Voice caught up with Steve
Kaufmann, an internationally
renowned polyglot and
entrepreneur based in Vancouver.
Steve ballparks the number of
languages he speaks at twenty,
from the ones he speaks at a
native level, to those he can hold
basic conversations in. After a
lifetime of loving languages while
working for the Canadian
Government and in private
industry, Steve founded an
internet platform called LingQ,
aimed at sharing his passion for
languages.
Languages were part of Steve’s life from the very beginning. His parents lived in the Austro-Hungarian empire,
in present-day Czechia, and left for Sweden to escape Nazi persecution. Steve was born in Sweden in 1945, and
remembers his parents speaking mostly German to each other, and occasionally Czech. Steve himself confesses
that he didn’t really understand either one, and spoke only Swedish for the first five years of his life. But the
course of his life appeared to be set.

Later, the family moved to an English-speaking part of Montréal, and Steve had the strange experience of
forgetting his first language altogether. And he might have remained a monoglot if not for an inspirational French
professor at McGill University who opened him up to the beauty of the French language. Steve took full advantage
of living in Montréal, and immersed himself in French newspapers, radio, and conversation. He also occasionally
wandered over to the (French-speaking) University of Montréal and sat in on classes.

Steve’s love for French eventually drew him to France, where he fell even more deeply in love with the French
language and all things French. With such passion, he no longer felt like he was learning—rather, he was living
in a new language, forced to give shape to his thoughts using a foreign system. It was a great way to build that
discipline and really master the language. And French was just the first of many to come.
A holiday to visit his uncle in Sweden somewhat rekindled Steve’s dormant Swedish. Next up was Mandarin
Chinese, which he learned while working for the Trade Commissioner Service in the late sixties at a time when
Canada was preparing to officially recognize the People’s Republic of China. And Chinese was the last language
he learned in a classroom environment—afterward Steve began to teach himself.

Back then, Steve tells us, learning a language was a very different experience. To get started, he would buy a
language-learning book, and as soon as he could, move to regular books for learners, which featured long lists of
words. Of course, with the advent of the Internet in recent years, language learning has flourished and come into
its own. As Steve points out, he now has more hours of language audio stored in his iPhone than a whole language
lab would have had back in the day. And then, of course, there are videos on all topics for any level. You can
download reams of grammar PDFs, street conversations from any corner of the world, and endless
“introductions to” any language that tickles your fancy. And much of it doesn’t cost a penny.
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It was partly this accessibility that inspired Steve to create his own online language-learning platform called
LingQ, designed to help aspiring linguists to learn languages from content they love. LingQ is billed as the fast,
fun and effective way to learn languages—it features some of the same techniques and ideas Steve used in his
language-learning journey, and eliminates some of the pitfalls. For instance, in order to avoid the frustration of
looking up the same word over and over again, words in LingQ appear in a different colour when they’ve been
looked up once.

One common problem for language learners is that while there is no shortage of extremely basic (often insipid)
material for beginners, and extremely difficult material aimed at near-native speakers, there is often not much
in between. LingQ meets this challenge by making use of mini-stories which emphasize high-frequency verbs,
like “want.” “need,” and so on. And for each story, the same vocabulary is repeated several times from a variety
of genders, cases, and points of view.
Language learning takes time, he tells us – and that’s a lot coming from a man who has found the time to learn
twenty or so. If you know a similar language with a lot of shared vocabulary, you can use that along the way and
go a little faster. But according to Steve, the process is overwhelmingly about listening and reading. Every so
often you can have a look at the grammar, but trying to master it all can be a massive, sprawling task. And he is
quick to point out that it’s not that grammar itself is so difficult in the sense of understanding the idea behind a
particular declination. Rather, the challenge lies in remembering all the cases, endings, genders etc., and then
using them correctly in speech.

What language is closest to
English?

If you said Frisian, please contact STIBC to collect your
prize (prizes include a pat on the back, two thumbs
up, and three cheers). If you said Jamaican, or another
English-based language, you receive this sentence: “I
was technically correct”. Read it with pride.
When comparing how close languages are to one
another, some linguists use the concept of lexical
distance (warning, googling this word is a rabbit hole
for language lovers).
An online lexical distance map shows that the
Romance languages are extremely close to one
another. Spanish and Portuguese are nearly mutually
intelligible, Spanish and Italian are siblings, and Italian
and French are even closer, despite how different
they sound. The Germanic languages, on the other
hand, are more distant from each other. Despite their
common ancestry (Proto-Germanic), English, German
and the Scandinavian languages are only distant
cousins.

In terms of dictionaries, looking up words can be
helpful, but according to Steve, it can also be a crutch—
you have to realise that, until you’ve seen the same
word in a variety of contexts, you don’t really know
how it’s used, even if you know the dictionary
definition, which gives you a rough sense of what that
word means in your language. The more a learner
reads and consumes material, the more each word
finds its slot, and the easier it is to access. It’s a simple
equation: the more you read, the more vocabulary you
will have. Steve emphasizes that it is also helpful to
focus on the meaning within the context of the given
material, as this is a more natural approach.

Steve has dabbled in translating a variety of nonfiction
texts into English. While he acknowledges that
polyglots can become fluent in many languages, he also
has great respect for the skill of professional
translators, particularly when it comes to things like
literary translation, where there are real subtleties to
be conveyed, like feelings flowing from one language
into another through the translator’s mind. Steve
points out that translating more delicate material
requires more than just mastery of the target
language: an effective translator needs to find that
undefinable magic of communication.
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Cognate Conundrums: Vulgar
The word vulgar in English is almost always derogatory. It connotes crass language, dirty jokes, and
X-rated movies. But a secondary, archaic meaning of the word thickens the plot significantly. The
word vulgar used to mean common, or generally used and accepted. Hence the word Vulgate,
which was an early Latin translation of the Bible that served to “vulgarize” it (popularize it). The
French work vulgariser means exactly that in modern-day French. The relationship
between common and vulgar is fascinating, and threads itself through multiple languages.

The “Side Effects” of Medical Interpreting
by Rose Wan Jen

It feels as though medical interpreters’ mental health and wellness are overlooked in our health care system.
Although there are resources and support available to interpreters, these are often limited. On the one hand, it
is assumed that because interpreters are contractors or freelancers, they should not qualify for “comprehensive
health benefit packages” such as extended health benefits. But on the other, they are considered to be an
important part of a health care team and are expected to accurately transmit messages and clarify intercultural
uncertainties.

In medical settings, interdisciplinary health care providers work together to provide client-centered and
centralized care for all healthcare users. Effective communication is crucial when it comes to providing equal
and quality care, and to minimize adverse events, such as improper post-surgical self-care or neglecting certain
red-flag symptoms that may indicate a threatening condition. Interpreters work hand in hand with health care
providers in interdisciplinary teams, and this entails managing role boundaries in the relationships between
patients, providers, and interpreters.

Healthcare is inherently changeable, and working in such a dynamic
environment can be physically, mentally, and emotionally exhausting.
It is therefore inevitable that those who work in such settings
experience fatigue, stress, and/or trauma, to name just a few possible
side effects. In this context, health care providers have the power to
influence matters, for example, by establishing programs that support
the overall well-being of interpreters. Medical interpreters, who are
essential players in the close-knit health care community, are often
under-recognized, as medical interpreting is not considered to be an
established health care profession. It is not uncommon for the health
care system to lose sight of interpreters’ voices, needs, and mental
well-being.

As an illustration, imagine a scenario where an oncologist is delivering
tragic news to a patient who is surrounded by his family: “Sir, I regret
to inform you that it might be time to look into end-of-life care. We
will do whatever we can to reduce the pain to ensure you have a better
quality of life for the remainder of your time with us.” The patient and
his family then turn to the interpreter, who is just doing their best to
relay the message. It is easy to see how the family might view the
interpreter in a negative light, as the bearer of bad news. In such cases,
interpreters are often exposed to a combination of vicarious trauma
(resulting from interpreting in the first person), and secondary
trauma (resulting from having witnessed the event itself).

Oh, Kanata?

What does the word “Canada”
mean? Most Canadians have no
idea, which is odd, given how
interesting a story it is. Legend has it
that Canada was derived from the
Iroquois word Kanata, which means
village. Apparently French explorer
Jacques Cartier was pointed the way
to the village by two young
Aboriginals. He understood the
word to mean the lands they were
pointing to rather than the word for
village. And thank goodness we
adopted the name Canada—other
names proposed at confederation
included Boralia (from the Aurora
Borealis), Esfiga (an acronym
of English, French, Irish, Scottish, Ge
rman, and Aboriginal),
and Verperia (meaning land of the
evening star).
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Special CTTIC Event
In this event, panelists will answer practical
questions regarding the latest research and
innovative solutions to resolve exam
assessment challenges.
Members of STIBC will be able to ask
questions, but not intervene. Please send
potential questions that you would like to ask
to president@stibc.org
The opinions expressed during these
discussions are solely those of the panelists
and other participants and do not represent
the opinions of CTTIC or STIBC
Date: Tuesday, March 1, 2022
Start Time: 4 PM Pacific Standard Time,
End Time: 6 PM Pacific Standard Time
Cost: Free

Registration:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/regis
ter/WN_GaQpbchwT8OxTG3vTKX2LQ
Guest panelists:
Christine York
Éric André Poirier
Malcolm Williams
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Interpreting in settings such as mental health, palliative care, and ER/ICU
can often lead to physical, mental, and emotional strain. These adverse
health outcomes, when they go unchecked, can lead to emotional distress,
social withdrawal, reduced performance and professionalism, and a
negative team environment. Although training and professional education
are readily available to health care providers, this is still in its infancy when
it comes to interpreters.

Over the past few years, organizations and institutions at home and abroad
have begun to see the value of effective, clear, and accurate communication
and language use in health care settings. Research and peer-reviewed
papers are on the increase. However, recognition of interpreters as health
care professionals rather than just contractors is still a long way away. As a
result, interpreters do not have access to equal care and support.
At the moment, the best tool available to interpreters is self-help.
Specifically, interpreters can gather together and reach out to the
authorities who are responsible for interpreting services to advocate for the
development of programs aimed at providing mental health support for
fellow interpreters. Interpreters can also make use of cognitive behavioral
therapy, dialectical behavioral therapy, or mindfulness as they navigate
through difficult feelings and emotions in their journey towards inner
balance.

Metapuzzle: A Five-Star Club
By Benny Loi
This is a series of six crossword puzzles. Each of the first five puzzles features a “Star” letter. The “Star” is different
in every puzzle, but always occupies the centre square and appears two or more times in every answer. You may
try to solve the first five puzzles in any order. However, you can only play Puzzle 6, “The Metapuzzle,” after you
have discovered the five “Stars.” Align the “Stars” in Puzzle 6 and find out where they belong.
Before you start, here is a warm-up puzzle. There is a “Star” in the sample, but it is not featured in “The
Metapuzzle." The solution to the sample is given in this issue. For the other six, the solution will be revealed in
the next issue of the Voice.

Sample
Clues

Across:
1. Rental contract
4. Changes direction
suddenly
5. Fencing swords
Down:
1. Embankment
2. Mountain ridge
3. Lets up

Sample Solution
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Puzzle 1
Across:
1. TV ads
4. Lawyer’s workload
5. Bold, fresh
Down:
1. Large bags
2. Desert area with water
3. Coward

Puzzle 2
Across:
1. Seduce
4. Carries
5. Espresso with hot milk
Down:
1. Complete
2. Choral composition
3. Flavor

Puzzle 3
Across:
1. Homer classic
4. Decorating a cake
5. Ceiling
Down:
1. Of the ilium
2. Dot the I’s and cross the
T’s, for example
3. Finger

Puzzle 4
Across:
1. Accommodation package
(3 words)
4. Scene of confusion
5. House band for Dick
Clark’s Show: The _____
Down:
1. Elephant in children’s literature
2. Brand of coffee sold in Canada since 1896
3. Light sources
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Puzzle 5
Across:
1. It makes babies cry
4. Pilgrimage destination
5. Prague resident
Down:
1. Funny entertainer
2. Walled city in SE Italy
(Florence of the South)
3. Tour bus

Puzzle 6: The Metapuzzle
Across:
1. Where you find this puzzle: The _____
4. *****-Club (align the “Stars” in the order you spotted
them)
5. When 1 Across will come out again
Down:
1. Panoramic view
2. More freezing cold
3. Spreadsheet software
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The STIBC Voice is Calling All Members!

T

he STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, July and October), is looking for
contributions that relate to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally, and
internationally.

Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and
experiences of interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles,
announcements or illustrated essays that fit into the following framework:
News Items and Announcements (50–200 words)
Brief notices about events, issues and projects relevant to STIBC.

Feature Articles (500–800 words)
Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten and compel
• discussing one or more topics of interest in depth;
• sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets,
or tips and tricks;
• offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as migration,
citizenship and technological change;
• reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.

Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The use
of images (paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is
encouraged.
All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional
conduct set out in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).
Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic formatting)
and images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org

All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the
recommended word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS
Thursday, March 31, 2022.
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o suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice
Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.

Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is accepted for
publication in the Voice is eligible for one CE credit under the Continuing Education Chart
subscription/contribution category, which allows a maximum of five credits in this category per year.

January 2022 STIBC Voice
Editor: Silvia Xalabardé, C.T.
Guest Editor: Ben Crompton, C.T.
Proofreader: Carl Rosenberg, C.T.
Contributors: Silvia Xalabardé, C.T.
Ben Crompton, C.T.
Interviewee: Steve Kaufmann
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